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Owl decoy. Real ones prey on pigeons, so fakes are 
used to frighten away the unwelcome birds. 

OWL DECOYS TO BAN PIGEON FOULING 

It would seem to this writer that a market is waiting 
for and intermittently moving owl decoy. Read the 
experiences of some others in solving the problem of 
pigeons fouling buildings. Incidentally, for many 
years there has been a plastic owl on a Church Street 
roof. And no pigeons. Is it still there? 

Rooftop sightings in the Clinton section of 
Manhattan on a recent morning: one plastic great 
horned owl at 402 West 46th Street, no pigeons; one 
plastic great horned owl at 503 West 47th Street, no 
pigeons; two plastic great horned owls, not courting, 
at 461 West 47th Street, no pigeons. 

"The owls work," said Sarah Weinberg, whose 
brownstone on West 46th Street bore no trace of 
pigeons. "A month ago we could not stand outside the 
door because of all this gook falling from the sky." 

At various sites in the metropolitan area, an 
artificial-owl school of pigeon control is emerging. 
The theory is simple: Owls prey on pigeons are not the 
smartest things on wings. Confronted with something 
that looks like an owl, a pigeon will assume the worst 
and fly away. 

The ruse is hardly new. For years, gardeners and 
boaters have used fake owls to scare off birds. 
Airports post the owls near jetways. But it is only in 
recent months that plastic likenesses of these 
nocturnal predators, with piercing yellow eyes and 
lethal-looking black bills, have been sighted on old 
and ornate city buildings with nooks and crannies that 
invite pigeons. 

The plastic owls - typically 16½ inches high and 
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UPDATE RIVERSIDE SCHOOL PROJECT 

According to Bill Sarris of Blake Realty the 
Riverside School condominium project is scheduled 
to be completed by May I, 1987. 

Of particular concern to many Stockade residents 
has been the damage to the municipal tennis courts 
and court fencing caused by the project. Bill Sarris has 
offered his assurance that the courts will be repaired 
and the fencing replaced by May I. This comes as 
good news to all who look forward to enjoying the 
tennis courts as soon as possible. 

OWL DECOYS, (CONTINUED) 
M.E.I. 

made of molded or inflatable plastic - are also being 
used to oust pigeons from the postmodernist arch of 
the American Telephone & Telegraph Building on 
Madison A venue, from the canopy rafters of Long 
Island Rail Road stations and from the roof of the 
New Jersey State House in Trenton and other historic 
buildings. 
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By most accounts, the owls do the trick - at first. Today I walked on a new neighborhood road. It's 
Weeks or even months pass before it dawns on the been there for decades, but it's a new discovery for me. 
pigeons that the owls never move. Meanwhile the Between Cottage Row and the Van Dyke parking lot, 
pigeons keep their distance and the people grow more and accessible on a city owned lane from Green Street, 
and more <;;onvinced they have found an easy, humane is a new road sign that reads, "City of Schenectady 
and inexpensive solution to a messy problem. --~-Lane''an allege Alley". 

Why bother with other pigeon-proofing methods, The road leads through what I thought was the 
they say, when one can walk into a marine supply or property of the Auto Electric repair shop. In fact, on 
hunting store and walk out with a $5 to $10 plastic the front of that building when one approaches from 
owl? the Van Dyke parking lot end of the road, there is a 

Of course, plastic owls cannot begin to control the sign which reads, "No Thru Thorofare": 
city's 7 million pigeons - "at least one pigeon per 
person," according to the director of the Bureau of 
Animal Affairs, Martin Kurtz. 

Noting that his office receives 1,000 complaints 
about pigeons each year, Mr. Kurtz said: "If plastic 
owls were the answer, I'd quit my job tomorrow and 
go into the business. Hanging out plastic owls will 
help - temporarily - but it only moves the problem 
someplace else." 

"Initially, it seemed like a miracle cure," said the 
building manager at A.T.&T., Larry Doyle, referring 
to the ,plastic owl his predecessor bought after the 
company had spent thousands of dollars on other 
schemes. Once wired to a ventilation grid in the rafters 
of the arch, he said, the first owl proved so effective 
they sent out for more. 

As is often the case, however, talk of miracles faded 
as the pigeons evinced less and less respect for the 
static owls and eventually sat on them, among other 
things. 

"They're dumb, but not that dumb," said a 
spokesman for the Long Island Rail Road, Brian 
Dolan. He was speaking of the Jamaica Station 
pigeons, an aggressive breed given to strutting the 
platforms like commuters. 

Faced with 30 artificial owls last spring, the pigeons 
immediately fled. But back they came in summer. 
The railroad retaliated by attaching chains to the 
owls. "They blow in the wind a little, which helps," 
said Mr. Dolan, noting that 40 more owls have been 
posted at the Seaford and Wantagh stations. 

In Trenton, where artificial owls recently replaced 
poisoned corn kernels in a program to stop the 
befouling of historic structures, results have been 
mixed. More owls are being added to the six already 
perched on the State House and the owls are being 
repositioned every three months. 

The psychological warfare at A.T.&T. is random. 
"We put the owls out, take 'em in, put 'em out, take 
'em in," Mr. Doyle said, "It confuses the pigeons." 

The New York Times, Wednesday, October 29, 1986 

and two signs on the Cottage Row end of the building: 

0 

Always one to support more common land, I have 
been walking through there on my way to and from 
the Union Street walk light as though walking 
through would preserve a right to walk through. I 
have a supporter. The twice I've been there, a car has 
driven freely through. 

If you go, take a look at the back of numbers 32 and 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4 
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

The parking lot of the First Reformed Church at the 
corner of North Church Street and Front Street is no 
longer generally available for the easy convenience of 
neighborhood parking. The tise of the lot by Stock
aders interferes with the church's needs in two basic 
ways. First, when snow needs to be removed, or a 
special event is scheduled (e.g., a wedding on Saturday 
afternoon) church personnel must spend time and 
effort to find and notify all neighbors to remove their 
cars, IF they can all be identified and reached, and 
assuming they cooperate promptly. This is not always 
the situation by any means, and in any case it puts the 
church to a great deal of trouble in order to use or 
maintain their own lot! (Failure to get a car out of the 
lot before snow removal can result in the sacrifice of 
several parking spaces for some time.) Until now, the 
church has gone to the time and trouble of trying to 
keep an on-going, current list of lot users so they can 
be contacted. The church is no longer willing to 
perform this service at its expense. It should not be 
their responsibility or problem in order to use their 
own lot! 

Secondly, when church members need to use the 
lot, it is often significantly occupied by neighborhood 
cars. It is not uncommon on Sunday morning for 
there to be at least two dozen neighborhood cars in the 
lot before the church's congregation begins to arrive. 
This just is not fair; church members should have use
of the lot whenever they need it, and Sunday morning 
is not the only time. Because First Reformed is an 
active church, they need and use their lot almost every 
night, Monday through Thursday, as well as at noon
time Tuesday through Thursday, and periodically on 
week-ends there are weddings. 

The church is sensitive to the fact that parking is a 
significant problem in the Stockade and entered into 
discussions with the Association Board before 
implementing its new policy, hoping we could devise a 
method for sharing the lot when the church does not 
need it. Unfortunately, we could not settle on a 
method which would insure the church absolute 
unfettered use of its lot whenever it needs it. If you 
have any ideas, or are willing to take on the 
responsibility of getting the lot cleared of neighbor's 
cars, please contact Association President John 
Harter (377-6575). 

The church has stated its policy as follows: 
For decades First Reformed Church has struggled 

to use its parking lot at the corner of North Church 
Street and Front Street in a cooperative way. 
Attempts at accommodation have taken an in
ordinate amount of church employee time and abuses 
continue to escalate. Thus, the church's governing 
Board has decided the following policy: 

"Effective Monday, March 2, 1987 the parking lot 
of the First Reformed Church will be closed to all but 
church member parking. As in the past, violators' cars 
will be towed." 

The Church does not intend to tow cars indiscrimi
nately, just for the sake of towing, but, instead, only 
when it needs or anticipates need for the lot or for 
snow removal. Thus, evening parking after 8 p.m. 
(until 9 a.m.) and Sunday parking after noon, 
presuming there is no snow accumulated or predicted, 
will probably not result in being towed. But, the 
church reserves the right to tow at any time. Please 
respect their needs and wishes as a neighbor. 

John Harter 

COLOR FOR SALE 

John Harter and the board continue to sell limited 
edition Lawrence prints at $75.00 per. One print of 
these large beautifully colorful lithographs can be seen 
at Arthur's Market. Please call John at 377-6575 if 
you want to buy one. 

HOUSE PLAQUES 

On Sunday, March 8, it was noticed that some 
plaques had been stolen from houses on Ferry Street 
and earlier in the week from Lavinia Shanklin's on 
Union Street. If you have seen these plaques or know 
anything about the thefts, please do what you can to 
restore them to their owners. If you possibly can, take 
them to one of the historic district churches and no 
questions will be asked. 

VAN SLYKE'S ROAD 

The curving road to the Community College needs 
a name. It is awkward to use so many words to 
describe, for instance, where the newly opened pussy 
willows are. Do you have suggestions? Some ideas to 
start you off are: Van Slyke Island Road. Binne Kill 
View Road, Stockade View Road, Mohawk View, 
Merganser Road, Van Slyke. This writer favors Van 
Slyke's Road because the road is built on the former 
Van Slyke's Island. 

BRIDGE SNOW 

Many thanks to Schenectady County Department 
of Public Works for cleaning snow fom the sidewalks 
of the Western Gateway Bridge. (About February 8). 

For many people, walking the bridge from Scotia is 
a necessity. A social worker, former Ferry Street 
neighbor of this writer, Ron Sontag, says that, for 
example, some Scotia people he knows are on 
medications that preclude their driving a car; but they 
are perfectly able to walk but are prevented from 
doing so by a usually impassable winter-time bridge. 

Others use the bridge walk for pleasure such as men 
from the YMCA on their lunch hour on a particularly 
nice winter day who run on the bridge approach to the 
curving road that leads to the Community College. 
(That road needs a name.) Or many of us who walk for 
pleasure appreciate a cleared bridge walk. 

Many many thanks, and many more bridge winter 
sidewalk cleanings, we hope. 

SECURITY SUGGESTIONS 

Martin Manley, president of our Neighborhood 
Watch, wants us to know that, through the coopera
tion of Arthur's Market, the Stockade Association 
and the Police Community Center, Neighborhood 
Watch is able to offer a combination siren-flashlight 
to increase our security at night. The flashlight-sirens 
are available at cost, only $2.00 each, on the shelf at 
the rear of Arthur's Market. These lights are a 
bargain, normally costing $4.50-$5.50 each in stores. 
They do not like to be dropped, and require two C 
batteries. The siren is quite loud when the bat
teries are fresh. Supply will be intermittent as it 
takes time to reorder when all of the lights 
are sold. 

There is also crime prevention literature available 
from the Neighborhood Watch box at the rear of the 
store, along with the plastic police whistles which the 
Watch program recommends every citizen should 
carry at $1.00 each. 

Martin Manley and Sgt. Wemple suggest that a 
Neighborhood Watch sticker in your window is very 
helpful in reducing crime. They suggest an extreme 
need to be alert and notify authorities of suspicious 
actions that you may observ-.:. 

Ellie Strack has turned up a cache of "The Walls 
Have Ears" which will be on sale at Arthur's, $6.00, 
hard bound. That's not a misprint. 

DATE CHANGE 

We have decided to have this year's Memorial Day 
Picnic on Saturday, May 30, the traditional Memorial 
Day (instead of on the prior week-end which will 
include the following Monday off-work for most of 
us). 

We hope that our choice of tradition over current 
convention will not unduly confuse anybody and will 
find more of us at home in the neighborhood to 
participate. Please mark your calendars and note this 
change from the date previously publicized. 

J.L.H. 
MEMORIAL DAY PICNIC 

Interested volunteers please call Susan Bokan, 377-
5551, or Mary Ivey or Charles Del Signore, 382-8488. 
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Along Washington Street in Newburgh 

CAST IRON RESTORATION 

An article in the DHP News about restoration and 
repair of a cast iron fence at Washington's Head
quarters State Historic Site in Newburgh may be a 
resource to Stockade people with deti::riorated or 
corroded cast iron who want to restor':! or repair it. 

"The restoration process consisted of five opera
tions: casting, welding, cleaning, painting and 
reinstallation. In researching the project, a wide range 
of optio.ns for each._tasLwas exploced,..fr_onuhe most 
conventional to the most highly technological. A 
combination of historical and modern methods was 
finally chosen. The work was completed in two 
phases: casting and repair/ reinstallation." 

"Replacement elements were cast by the Taylor and 
Fenn Company, a foundry in Windsor, Connecticut. 
Like the originals, the new castings are iron and were 
sand cast, some from custom wooden patterns and 
others from original fence elements which were 
provided to the foundry. This second method, called 
"prototype casting," can be used to replicate smaller 
elements where shrinkage is not a factor. Unlike the 
original method, larger elements were cast in solid 
sections, avoiding the expensive and labor-intensive 
process used to make hollow castings." 

"The completed castings were returned to the site to 
be attached to the fence sections. This second phase of 
th~ projec~, including welding, cleaning, painting and 
reinstallat10n, we completed under contract with 
Corbo Welding of Newburgh. Before welding and 
other repairs, the sections were cleaned with a fine 
grade of sand (Cast iron is one of the few materials 
that can be sandblasted safely.) After cleaning, the 
se~tions were immediately sprayed with a zinc-epoxy 
primer-a modern substitute for the highly toxic red 
lead paint that was used originally. Missing ele
~ents-new castings as well as salvaged original 
pieces-were welded back into place using "nickel 
rod." The welding of cast iron is a relatively new 
process, a deviation from the original method using 
screws, but less expensive and more durable. Small 
nicks and holes were filled with an epoxy filler similar 
to automotive body putty, and a second prime coat 
was applied." 

"The sections were erected on concrete footings. 
The original cast-iron, prong-like footings and 
"deadmen"were too deteriorated to repair and in 
addition, the footings of the modern retaining ~all 
encroached upon their original locations. The new 
footings were cast in twelve-inch diameter sono tubes 
42-inches long. The cast-iron posts were set abov~ 
th_ese, with lead shields between, and bolted in place 
with anchor bolts. From behind, diagonal bracing ties 
the posts directly into the retaining wall." 

"In a separate phase of the project, the remaining 
600-foot section of the fence along Liberty and 
Washington Streets, which had not deteriorated as 
badly, has also been cleaned and repainted." 

URBAN CULTURAL PARK 

Schenectady Gazette, Friday, March 6, 1987 

There are $100,000 in state Urban Cultural Park 
local assistance funds going begging this month, and 
although eligible, Schenectady apparently won't be 
applying for any of it. 

There's also a recently passed bon,d act that will 
funnel $15 million into approved Urban Cultural 
Parks for visitor's centers come April 1. The city may 
apply for some of that money. 

A~ of July 1986, Schenectady had developed and 
received state approval for the required management 
plan in order to create an Urban Cultural Park, a 10-
year-old "city as a park" concept being implemented 
i~ com_mui:iities all over the state. UCPs incorporate 
historic sites, cultural centers and recreational 
facilities. The local plan had been in process since 
1982. 

The next step, said Urban Cultural Park Director 
John McEneney of the state Office of Parks 
Recreation and Historic Preservation, is puttin~ 
together interpretative programs, establishing a 
visitor's center and instituting things like walking or 
"drive-it-yourself' tours based on Schenectady's 
initial chosen theme of "Labor and Industry." 

Such plans of course require money. 
The local assistance funds totaling $2.5 million, 

McEneney said, are offered on a matching basis "10 
percent municipal, 10 percent state, 80 percent other 
(private sources, federal money, in-kind services 
existing resou~ces, etc.)" Of 12 eligible communities'. 
11 have applied for a total of $2.4 million. This 
accounts for the $100,000 still available last week. 

Schenectady is the only eligible city which did not 
apply. The appropriations end on March 31. 

"It's not likely we will apply for any of the $2.5 
million," said city planner Gregory Semos. "We're 
trying to complete our management plan. We'd like to 
get our share of it, but we just can't get projects 
together." 

The $15 million bond act, to be apportioned 
through the 1987-88 budget due April I, will provide 
for 100 percent financing of capital expenditures for 
visitors' centers in communities with approved UCP 
~anage?1ent plans and 25 percent funding for 
interpretive material, McEneny said. 

"We are very enthusiastic about Schenectady's 

experience working on this. Now they say they will 
pay ~or the visitor's center, but we will have to pay for 
the hght, heat and staff. It's all going to depend on 
what it will cost. 

"Right now we are in situation of crisis manage
ment in this city," she continued. "Our efforts have to 
go toward job creation. We have a big project 
downtown that we're working on now. There's not a 
lot of my energy that can go into the Urban Cultural 
Park." 

Johnson does not share the state's optimism on the 
effects of a UCP on the city. 

Nor ~oes _she believe the tourism factor might 
substantially increase business in the city. 

"~e already have a number of popular, well run 
festivals," Johnson said. "There are walking tours in 
the Stockade and in Union College's Jackson's 
Garden. Our environmental conservation committee 
is also working on this. All of Schenectady's history is 
al~ead_y on d_isplay in the Schenectady County 
H1stoncal Society building. I don't think there's more 
than a day's sightseeing one could do here." 

Urban Cultural Park supporters feel differently. 
"Schenectady is doing the festivals and cele

brations," said one individual involved in UCP 
planning in other communities, "but the theory of 
UCP is that it will coalesce and help organize these 
efforts and assist in reaching a wider audience of 
residents and visitors." 

Despite grave reservations, Johnson says she has 
been sending people to meetings with UCP officials 
through the New York State Council of Mayors. 

"I understand the state's desire to promote this 
statewide and we will try to participate," she said. 

I_n a_ddition, a part-time employee in the planning 
office 1s evaluating suitable sites for a visitors' center 
Johnson indicated. ' 

"We're looking at the Schenectady Museum as a 
possibility, because they have staff. They haven't 
agreed to anything yet, however." 

Other downtown sites considered have failed to 
materialize, she said. 
. ~chenect~dy's UCP does not have an operating 

c1t1zen advisory committee, one state prerequisite. 
J ohns?n would gladly revive it if there were grass 
roots interest and enthusiastic involvement. 

--p·Jan, h-e-said. 'There~s-a-i-ot-orpuTenticrl7n th·e-fr·«---
Realty Plot, the Stockade, the riverfront, Central 
Park, Proctor's. We're really looking forward to 
working with them." 

Although a potential for substantial revenue from 
increased tourism and future economic development 
fostered by the cultural park plans has been outlined 
by state officials, Mayor Karen Johnson disagrees. 

"I consider the management plan a semi-worthless 
document," she said. "It's been a long, frustrating 

Russell and Rachel Klopfer and children, Effy and 
Russell, have moved to Niskayuna. Rachel plans to 
continue to work on the flower bed she has tended so 
beautifully at Presbyterian Church. 

Blaine Johnston and Don Smith were cruising the 
Caribbean through our coldest months and made 
their base Boca Raton. 

~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'''''''''''' ............ 

GREAT BLUE HERON 

Will soon migrate here. Often seen wading and fishing 
in the .evening on the Scotia shore opposite North 
Street, or flying above the trees on the far shore or 
usually early in the morning, flying in pairs alon~ th; 
course of the Mohawk. 
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ARTS 

Williams College Museum of Art, Precisionist 
Works on Paper, March 20-April 24. 

Also, Die Revision der Moderne: Post Modern 
Architecture, 1960-1980. Organized by the Deutsches 
Architektur Museum, Frankfurt. 

Williams College Museum of Art is a beautiful 
newly renovated and enlarged museum. If you haven't 
visited it yet, consider a trip. 

Open seven days a week, Mon-Sat, 10-5, Sun 1-5. 
Admission free. Telephone (413) 597-2429. Main 
Street, Williamstown, Massachusetts, 01267. 

The New York State Writers Institute ofSUNYA is 
presenting a visiting writer series: 

March 29 (Sunday) DORIS GRUMBACH 
2 p.m., Albany Public Library, 161 Washington 

Avenue, Albany. She is a novelist, critic, writer-in
residence. (A lecture/reading). 

Reception to follow at the new offices of The Hudson 
Valley Writers Guild, 19 Clinton Ave., Albany,Co
sponsored: by the Albany Public Library and the 
Hudson Valley Writers Guild. 

April 23 (Thursday) ISABEL ALLENDE 
8 p.m., Main Theater, Performing Arts Center, 

University at Albany. (Chilean novelist reading from 
her work "House of the Spirits".) 

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM 

Five specialists from Sotheby's of New York will be at 
the Museum on April 24 and 25 to provide verbal 
appraisals of the following kinds of items: furniture 
and decorations - English, Continental, and 
American furniture and decorative arts from the 17th 
century to the present, oriental rugs, carpets, and 
textiles; porcelain, pottery and glass; oriental works of 
art - Chinese, Japanese, and Korean and other 
Asian; paintings, prints and drawings; silver and 
pewter-including antique jewelry, watches, portrait 
miniatures and objets de vertu. Tickets are $20 for the 
first appraisal on Saturday, April 25, and$ IO for.each 
additional appraisal. A Friday night cocktail party 
and dinner, with an appraisal, will raise funds for a 
children's hands-on education center at the museum. 
Tickets are $150 per person. Sponsored by the New 
York State Museum Associates. The following kinds 
of objects cannot be appraised: books, manuscripts, 
autograph letters and photographs; modern jewelry, 
including precious stones; ethnographic art (Pre
Columbian, African, American Indian, Oceanic, 
Eskimo); stamps, coins, antiquities (ancient Greek, 
Roman, Egyptian, Islamic); Chinese paintings - with 
the exception of ancestor portraits or decorative 
paintings for export (harbor views, cultivation of tea, 
etc.). 

OLANTUNJI 

IMAGINATION 

Saturday, May 23 

CELEBRATION: GRAND 
OPENING. Drums and dance by Olatunji and his 
troupe, fireworks, and a dance band outside on the 
Empire State Plaza, 8 p.m. 

IMAGINATION CELEBRATION: FAMILY 
WEEKEND. Theater, group dancing, puppetry, arts 
on the computer, drawing, making a hologram, and 
student Mini-Imagination Celebrations. Olatunji and 
his troupe perform at I and 3 p.m. IO a.m.-5 p.m. 
TRIP. May 17, Sunday 

CRYPTOZOONS, TRAVERTINE AND MINE
RAL WATER: THE GEOLOGY OF SARATOGA 
SPRINGS. Investigate the geological highlights of 
Saratoga Springs with Museum Scientist Jim Al
banese. Fee $15 for Members of the Museum 
Associates. $20 for non-Members, Pre-registration 
required. Call 474-5801. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 

TRIP May 30, Sunday 

CONNOISSEUR TOUR: BROOKLYN MUSEUM 
AND BOTANICAL GARDENS. Enjoy in-depth 
tours of these two famous New York attractions. 
Lunch included. Fee - $49 for Members of the 
Museum Associates, $55 for non-Members. Call 474-
5801 to register. 7 a.m.-7 p.m. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1) 

34 College Street (red-painted brick with blue doors). 
These were earlyU nion College dorms. Attention has 
been paid to making the back view as attractive as the 
front. While this writer would like the paint to be a 
more grayed red, the attempt is much to be admired. 

Another back view to admire is Manor House. 
Many of us have visited Whitmyer Broom Factory's 
week-end open house. Access is very muddy now, but 
for people who have watched the factory's deterio
ration for years, the renovations are great to visit. 
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